
 



“My name is O’hara, Director of the Advanced Echo 
Monitor ing Lab 26, communicating across the 
Semipalatinsk region. Hours ago a massive EMP wave 
originated near the Konechnaya Rail Station. The pulse 
caused a catastrophic failure of the field generators within 
the Delegen Mountain complex, resulting in a breach to 
the Basement. The Order is coming. Help us stop them.”

The Order is making one final push to flee from the 
military base under Delegen Mountain, following 
the Out of the Basement campaign. A band of 
Freemen have answered Echo’s call, joining them in 
an attempt to block off escape from the base. When 
they arrive, they find the remnants of the Erthen 
also trying to stop the Order.

Overview: The Order tries to escape the Delegen 
Mountain base entrance. Meanwhile, Echo, the 
Freemen, and Erthen try to stop them.  

Skirmish Points: 20 for Echo, the Freemen, and the 
Erthen. The Order uses all ten Elite characters. 

Starting Areas: Characters must be placed in the 
designated areas.

Select and Place Characters: Secretly select the 
characters that will be used. The Order places their 
characters first. 

NO MATTER THE COST

Victory
Echo/Freemen/Erthen win if they combine to score 6 VP. The Order wins if they score 6 VP. 

Victory Points
• Characters: Award 1 victory point for each character defeated, except the Order does not receive 

victory points for defeating Erthen characters. 
• Escape: Award 1 victory point to the Order for each character that moves off the edge of the board 

where Echo and the Freemen started.

Four Players and Team Play

In this scenario, four factions are effectively 
divided into three groups. One group consists 
of Echo and the Freemen working directly 
together, while the Erthen and Order work by 
themselves. 

Echo and the Freemen are considered a team, 
which means that all their characters are 
considered allies rather than enemies for the 
purposes of determining ability effects. The 
Erthen share the same goal as Echo and the 
Freemen (stopping the Order), but are not 
considered allies or enemies with Echo and the 
Freemen for gameplay effects. 

Gameplay is handled as normal, except the 
Echo, Freemen, and Erthen factions are limited 
to a maximum of four (rather than six) 
characters. The Order faction must use all ten 
characters at Elite level. All players still choose 
a number of action tokens per round equal to 
the number of characters they have on the 
battleground (except in solitaire play, see 
solitaire section for specifics). Action tokens for 
all four factions are placed in the action bag 
and resolved normally.   



Location: Base Entrance

“They must be stopped… 
no matter the cost.” 

— Echo Nether-Tech

Note: This battleground uses tiles from Out of the Basement and the Supply Cache 
expansion. If you do not have the tiles above, you can replace them with alternates. 
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Echo
1. Elite Nether-Tech
2. Veteran Psi-blade
3. Veteran Psion
4. Elite Pyro

Freemen
5. Veteran Medic
6. Elite Rebel Leader
7. Elite Sniper
8. Veteran Scout

Erthen
9. Elite Tremor
10. Elite Geomancer
11. Veteran Death Vine
12. Veteran Ion Core

Order
13. Elite Carnage 
14. Elite Abomination
15. Elite Wraith
16. Elite Nethermancer
17. Elite Fallen
18. Elite Fallen
19. Elite Nethermancer
20. Elite Wraith
21. Elite Abomination
22. Elite Carnage

Solitaire Play
AI Characters

This scenario can be played solitaire or with two or three players using the same rules 
modifications as outlined above. Each player chooses a faction to control. Any remaining 
factions use the solitaire rules found on page 25 of the For What Remains rulebook. 

Action Token Limit: Remove one action token for each AI character in this scenario. Each AI 
character should only have two action tokens.

Starting Area: Place AI characters in numbered spaces. The players’ characters begin in the 
designated areas of the battleground.

Objective Order: 
• Order: Move off the Echo/Freemen starting side of the board.
• Freemen/Echo/Erthen: Assault or Engage the Order character closest to Echo/Freemen 

starting edge of the board.

SOLITAIRE PLAY / FEWER THAN FOUR PLAYERS


